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Abstract: 
With the advent of the Digital India initiative more and more government services and data are                
becoming available online. One of the major advantages of this, is that it gives any common                
person with an internet access the ability to lookup and avail these services. In this report we                 
describe our map based visualisation tool which will take demographic data and based on that               
display disease spread simulations. The map is intuitive and interactive with easy controls. The              
intent is that any lay person with a touchscreen phone should be able to use it. 

 
 

Introduction:  
One huge problem health officials currently      
face is decision making in disease      
epidemics. How to check whether the      
current infrastructure and facilities are     
capable of handling an epidemic? In the case        
of an epidemic how to allocate staff and        
medicines or how to decide which      
preventive strategy would work best in a       
certain location.  
The common themes in all the above       
problems are health care and people. We       
know that one size doesn't fit all, we need to          
tailor healthcare responses based on the      
local demographic and geography. The     

government of India is trying to make data        
on demographics, education, industries and     
employment available to the    
public(https://data.gov.in). This data can    
now be used to make more realistic disease        
dynamic simulations, and this can help us       
prepare the health system. Our goal is to        
make a tool on which health workers can        
view all these data across the country and        
based on disease simulations make relevant      
decisions. 

 
Method: 
The very basic template of the tool is a map          
of the concerned region with layers for       
different types of data that one wants to        

visualise, such as health centre locations,      
population density, literacy rates.  
If we look at the health centre locations in         
India, we will see location markers which       



tells the total number of health centres in        
that region.  
For example we can look at a district in         
Karnataka and find out what is the total        
number of health centres. On further      
zooming we get individual markers for      
every centre, and on clicking the marker a        
popup shows up which lists relevant      
information such as the type of facility,       
whether it is a district hospital or phc, chc or          
a sub-centre. Whether it is in an urban or         
rural region.  

 
Now on top of this we can add the         
population density layer and estimate the      
number of people those health centres have       
to cater to. Now if we want to simulate a          
disease spread on the population we can set        
the interaction probability on the population      
density and the recovery rate on the number        
of health centres in that region.  
 
These rates can be modified by adding more        
relevant parameters depending on the model      
used. Based on the simulations we can get        
an idea of what decisions to take, maybe set         
up preventive measures or keep the centres       
well-staffed and stocked with enough     
medicines. 
 
 



Conclusion: 
The tool will be simple and easy to use, such          
that any health worker with some minimal       
level of understanding of health care should       
be able to make better decisions for their        
own region. And some further utilities that       
can added to the tool such as the ability to          
share the results of their simulations or       
observation with others for cross-checking     
or as support to their claim. And most of the          
facilities can be made available offline, so a        
good internet connection is not a constraint. 
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